
1. Scavenge or treasure hunts is an activity that can be played

either inside or outside of the house. This game calls for using

your imagination and creativity.   The different themes for this

game are endless. Here are some of the popular ones: insects,

animals, jewelry, or you could create a map to find candy treats.

Discover what's around you together or on your own.   

 

http://www.mykidsadventures.com/treasure-hunt-kids-guide/

2. Most families love to eat good food, especially when it is prepared

by someone else! A cook off is a great way to bring the family together

for a good meal, and make meal time exciting and fun!  Everyone will

come together to plan the meal, create the shopping list and prepare

the meal.  To make things more interesting the cook off could be

parent against the children depending on the age of the child. Your

family could also try food from around the world or have themes for

favorite foods.  Youtube is a great place to search for recipes. 

3. Do you want to find out fun and interesting information about

your family? Then create a fun family quiz about your family

members. This is a great way to bring families closer together

especially if you don’t live in the same house. This is a great way to

get reconnected, learn new things and discover how much you are

all alike.  Appoint someone to ask everyone questions and enter the

question along with the answer into the game. Everyone else

guesses the answers.     

 

www.kahoot.com
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4.  Play freeze dance to everyone’s favorite music

5. Create your own story on-line https://www.mystorybook.com/

6. Create a physical family tree with photos
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7.  Make cards, a drawing or painting for seniors and drop them off

at one of your local seniors homes.

8. Do you happen to have a projector at home?  If so, grab that, a

white sheet, attach your computer to it and watch a movie on the

big screen.  If you have a yard that’s big enough set it up in the

backyard, or stay indoors and hangout on the floor, grab your

snacks and enjoy a night out at the movies.  OR now that Drive-ins

are open again, pile into the car/van and have a socially distant

night at the movies.

9.  Computer programming online with kids: Drawing & Animation -

Learn how to use the JavaScript language and the Processing JS

library to create fun drawings and animations.

 

 https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-

programming/programming
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